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The Vastness
Emma Smith

IIIII             

Everyone always says 
they feel small in the universe. 
The vastness 
of  the starry sky 
shrinks us in comparison. 
However, I struggle. 
I cannot feel small. 
Call it conceit,  
but within me 
are feelings vast and endless. 
If  so much is contained within me, 
how can I be small? 
Does this simply not make the universe  
that much larger in comparison? 
If  we all contain multitudes, 
and the universe contains multitudes of  us, 
it is not how small we are, 
but how large the universe. 

Imagine Dragons // Connor Johnson

Fog
Ever Daggers

The fog I’ve seen is death, 
And in it, stillness 
Erupts the flow of  breath 
That wakes the silence. 
To breathe it is hunger: 
A daunting feeling; 
Solitude or danger: 
Gestures concealing 
What truth should lie beyond. 
Vision now declined, 
Grey-and-white is the bond 
For nature’s refined. 
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In Your Blood
Mya Sedwick

He sits front row at the rodeo 
And most of  what he says 
Rolls off his tongue with a twang 
But he takes his tea 
In a mug that’s handmade 
And helps his mama 
Cleanse their house with sage 
It’s in your blood  
She says 
As he climbs his way up a mountain 
Feeling the western sun  
Against his bare back 
The soles of  his feet 
Know the feel of  damp grass 
Still wet with morning dew  
He takes his sweetheart’s hand 
Under the light of  the July moon 
As she rests her head 
Between his collar and jaw 
He’s not sure if  it’s the cowboys 
Or the witches  
But he feels them in the fall 
Of  the leaves in late September 
And the way his heart tumbled 
At his feet 
The first time he saw  
How the light glanced off her amber eyes 
Her grip tightens 
He knows she can feel it too 
In the pulsing of  his finger tips 
With each beat there’s a glimpse 
Of  the medicine woman 
The war hero 
Lady Godiva 
Cowboys 
And witches  
Just beneath his skin 

Camera For A Spin// Efrain Iglesias
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Amor Propio
Gabriela Puyo Muñoz

Podría desecharlo todo 
y escoger lo que sería sabio y sano para mi. 
A cambio, te coloco encima de mi corazón 
para que sepas lo que me cuesta soltarte. 
Salir adelante siempre estuvo en nuestros planes pero ha llegado el día de partir. 
No he podido avanzar sin buscar tu mano. 
Mi camino me impide llevarte conmigo. 
Espero que te mantengas lleno y con paz. 
No te estoy dejando ni tu a mi 
porque todavía me tienes aunque no esté a tu lado. 
Nuestros caminos cruzarán si es por bien 
y antes de cerrar los ojos le pido a Dios dejarme verte otra vez. 

English Translation: 
I could throw it all away 
and choose what would be wise and sane for me. 
Instead, I place you on top of  my heart 
so you know the sorrow I feel to let you go. 
A future together was always in our plans but the time has come to part ways. 
I can’t move forward without searching for your hand. 
My path prevents me from bringing you along. 
I hope you remain fulfilled and with peace 
I’m not leaving, nor are you, 
because you still have me even if  I’m not by your side. 
Our paths will cross if  they’re meant to 
and before I close my eyes, I ask God to let me see you once again. 

Jesuitenkirsche // Quinn Dankesreiter
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Frogs of  BWCA // Alexandrea Carlson A Dance // Chloe Spector   @Rowan_Spector

Lucy Johnson

Real

Barren, I see the cattail leaves,
death whitens 
into the open mouth of  the moon-tin; you will desert me
soon enough, I know; the sun buckles
in red koi flashes of  light, smuggling nothings
in my poetry; you don’t get to speak for me,
but I draw it out anyway. I don’t even know your voice anymore,
it’s as if  I made it up,
and you’re just living in your plow grave,
mindlessness, madness, dying empathy
I’ve forgotten you well,
even in midnight hours as I cry,
it’s not enough to know the circuity 
in honesty, or rather, is it yet another wound
or does it still twist against my veins? The flower
in my hands is a thief, like you.



X XI

Nature is never silent
Never lonely
When you feel you are left to wander
Crickets hum in reminder
Birds overhead squawk hymns as they rise higher
And the silken scarfs of  wind wisp around your shoulders
but never land
It stings your cheek with a kiss
and kicks up leaves in a hallow goodbye
You will follow the overgrown trails 
and mapped out sky
till your body has been numbed by the cold
But your mind races enough to keep you warm
You wonder if  you can walk enough to forget
If  you could lose yourself  among the trees
If  you could escape completely

You will find yourself  in the courtyard of  Time
Contemplating the mistakes of  your life,
but this house quiets you
Time,
the unchanging mistress,
still has sovereignty 
Men declare her unkind,
but have never stood in her courtyard
This house,
a testament to her glory
and her grace
This house,
that has lived centuries
and seen things I will never witness
Its souls long buried
Sometimes I wait for ghosts to peak out its window panes
But Time holds no ghosts
It is only us who do
We refuse that we are to follow Time like a child does his mother
We try to fight Time for seconds,
but she answers us 
No
You are too good for seconds
I will give you years if  you just
embrace the present 
and stop reaching for the past
If  you stop chasing after the future
and learn to waltz with what you have
The past is this empty house
and the future is this house in ruins
long forgotten 
With visitors like fleeting glimpses

In the Courtyard of  Time
Pen Name Pending

With no souls to inhabit it
and few people who remember it
But Time lives here
You can see her fingerprints on every wall and banister
Chipped paint and dust collecting like decorations
A mansion of  what have beens 
and a hill of  what will be’s

Standing in Time’s courtyard,
you can feel the world move around you
Some love it
Some hate it
Some never realize at all
I walk through the grass 
and stand on the brick platform
Close my eyes
and take a deep breath 
I thank her for the comfort
and this house that I know all too well
Then I leave her,
standing in the doorway

Fall Bridge // Katy Harvey
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perfectly placed light with a foghorn that greeted me like another person.
It seemed to stare at me for a moment, sallow yellow but steady. I stared back, frozen, as if  
daring it to blink first. It didn’t-merely slowly shifted, disappearing for a moment before 
reappearing, and I realized it was slowly rotating. 

“Hello-o-o-o-o-o-o-o!” The foghorn greeted me again.
By all accounts, it seemed as though a lighthouse had appeared in the middle of  winter. I 

couldn’t see otherwise-I could barely make out my own hands by this time, it was so dark. But 
my curiosity tugged at me like a hook on a fish, and I knew about the rock jetty leading into the 
lake.

I scrambled onto it, nearly slipping off the icy stone, but managed to find my footing. The light was close, 
closer than any lighthouse I knew of, but it still rotated, and still called out to me. I kept my head down, focusing 
on my footing so I didn’t fall, pausing when I heard the same 
“Hello-o-o-o-o-o!”, only this time farther. I looked up, shocked to find that the light had moved 
from me when I looked away from it.

The hook tugged harder, and now I wasn’t just traversing the jetty out of  curiosity. Now I was annoyed. 
The lighthouse (I had decided it was definitely a lighthouse by now) was calling to 
me, staring at me, and then had the gall to pull away when I was only trying to follow 
directions? 
Why it made me mad is something I don’t understand now, and maybe I never will. 
Maybe I don’t want to.

I was moving faster now, nearly chasing this fleeing lighthouse. Before my eyes, it 
seemed to never get any closer, moving perfectly in tandem with me to drive me crazy as 
the jetty grew icier and the rocks to walk on became more and more sparse. By now the 
spinning light was my only guidance. Anytime it disappeared for a rotation, I was left in 
total darkness.

“Hello-o-o-o-o-o-o!” The lighthouse called, and I took a desperate leap over a 
gap, and felt freezing water nip at my ankles before I landed on the other side. The lake 
surface was fighting to escape his icy cover. 

“Hello-o-o-o-o-o-o!” The lighthouse jeered, and I had to employ the three point 
rule-lake and ocean kids remember this one-to conquer a particularly unfriendly rock. I 
could hear the wind whistling, and it bit my uncovered nose and ears.

“Hello-o-o-o-o-o-o!” The lighthouse called, one final time, and the light abruptly 
swiveled, much closer than it had been before. It focused on me, much brighter than it 
had been before, as if  the sun came back only for a moment, and only a couple feet away 
from my face.

I stumbled, blinded, and fell into the lake.
I don’t remember much beyond that, but I remember the cold. There’s a point 

in temperature where you can’t tell the difference between what’s cold and what’s hot anymore-it all hurts the 
same. But you can tell it’s cold because of  a few things.

Cold steals from you, very much unlike fire. The cold saps the warmth from you like a magnet warps 
iron shavings, sucking your very lifeforce from your blood. It changes you, mentally and physically, bending your 
spine to curl in on itself  in a useless effort to stop the cold from wriggling into your center like a parasitic worm, 
to drain whatever the initial shock didn’t originally take. It takes your breath too, like a solid punch to the gut, 
something that doesn’t help when you’re already underwater.

I remember my eyes, burning up with cold but frozen open, seeing what lies below the ice. And it was 
nothing. I think I understood then, for a moment. This is what the lake was, at least for me. At least for sane 
minds. He feasted on light and warmth, even in July. He held secrets from when he was still a glacier, secrets he 
would never give up. The lake was dark, cold, and utterly alien. Not even hostile; and that was worse. He didn’t 
care what became of  me. I was a blink in his history, a history that would long outlive me and everything I knew, 
no matter how many toxins we used to try and kill him.

The only other people who understand that are the dead. 
I woke up in the hospital, miserable beyond belief, but alive. Somehow, someone in their lake house had 

seen me traversing the jetty and watched me fall in. They were able to run down and grab me- apparently, I 

The Lighthouse
Emma Buoni

 My grandmother was Catholic, and so was that lake.
Some of  them-the Catholics, I mean-believe that Hell stretches deep into the earth 

beneath us, that instead of  magma and bedrock, you’ll see heretics entombed in fiery 
coffins, misers pushing rocks endlessly under the watchful eyes of  Plutus, and the gluttonous 
marinating in freezing mud and filth. 

Deeper still, at the very center, Hell has frozen over. These are where the treacherous 
lie, in their undead agony, paralyzed by ice from Lake Cocytus, the Wailing River, as it is so 
nicknamed, though I suspect very little wailing goes on here. Just the chattering of  teeth. 

Lakes, in any case, are silent. 
The ocean whispers, unendingly, and sometimes if  you stand at the edge of  the shore 

at night and close your eyes, you can hear the secrets of  the depths. Old secrets about the 
beginning of  the world, and predictions of  the end, and sometimes a piece of  advice. Rivers 
shout, and they shout nonsense mostly, though a few shout for you to piss off and go home, 
though the frothing water usually serves as a better warning than the noise itself. Streams and 
brooks, as you know, babble, and gossip like young girls eager to trade rumors about another 
unlucky girl who is not within their circle. 

But lakes are different. Lakes have much to say, many stories to tell, but they remain 
silent. The bigger ones feel like tangible emptiness. That much water surely must be the 
ocean, and hold the same vastness. But when you sniff the air, there’s no salt. The sand is 
younger, sharper, and cuts your feet if  you don’t know where to step. Fish litter the shore. 
Their eyes are always gone, and there is an absence of  flies around them. Lakes keep their 
secrets, they do not speak, so people assume they mean them no harm.

That’s why people keep dying in them.
The Great Lakes are just as the name describes-great. They lie at the edge of  the United States and 

Canada, the Midwest’s nautical claim to fame. People don’t seem to know how large these lakes truly are. 
Working together, they could cover over a third of  Europe. Lake Superior alone could just about swallow 
Austria, but Superior isn’t my lake.

My lake is the baby of  the bunch, Lake Erie. Like all the others, he’s deep, about two hundred and ten 
feet at his deepest, and people forget that that’s still deep enough to swallow the sunlight that tries to touch those 
sandy depths. He’s cold too-in the winter he freezes over entirely, and a lonely lighthouse will be covered in 
waves that splash up and freeze midair, like daggers suspended over an endless gray sky. 

It was winter when it happened, though I don’t live by the lighthouse. I was at the shoreline for some 
godforsaken reason, probably just bored and unable to think of  anything more interesting to do other than sit in 
the cold and be miserable for a while. It was mid-January. I remember that because that’s when everything turns 
ash gray for a solid three months before daffodils and crocuses start to build up the guts to peek out through the 
snow. We’d been in gray mode for barely three weeks and I was already entertaining myself  with slushy beach 
walks. 

It was evening, and the invisible sun was rapidly setting. The beach was abandoned, though I could see 
a few of  the shoreline houses in the distance turning on their porch lights for the night. Though the clouds hung 
low and heavy over me, there was no wind. Ice had coated the lake, and it silenced the gentle rush of  waves 
against the sand that I was used to hearing. 
Then I heard something else.

It was distant, and rolled like thunder, but more than distinct enough to make me jerk my head up and 
look around wildly. It was some kind of  horn, not a car’s, with an odd breathy start and even odder lilt at the 
end that almost made it sound like it was saying “Hello-o-o-o-o-o!”. If  I was forced to identify it, I suppose I 
would call it a foghorn. Didn’t sound like any foghorn I’d ever heard, though. But I looked towards the direction 
of  the foghorn and froze. 

Over the water, there was a light.
Like I said, I didn’t live near the lighthouse. There were no boats on the water. And yet, there it was, a 
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hadn’t gone as far down the jetty as I had thought.
They didn’t mention a lighthouse. 
I had pneumonia, of  course, and a few other ailments that one might catch when they nearly drown in 

ice. But I was released quickly, and was able to be sick and pitiful in the comfort of  my own home.
All this was years ago. The lake doesn’t freeze over as often now, and the mayflies are back now that 

the water they drink isn’t filled with poison. Sometimes children will hazard a dip in the water. But eyeless fish 
corpses still wash up, and everyone-even tourists who like to poke things with sticks-give them a wide berth. The 
sand still slashes your feet. The jetty is still dangerous. Some things never change.

Sometimes, I can tell myself  I saw a boat out there and was foolish enough to slip. Sometimes, I can tell 
myself  that the fathomless depths were my panicked mind thinking I was inches from death.

But sometimes, in the dead of  winter, a chill uncurls itself  in the very center of  my being, 
somewhere that can’t be warmed, no matter how many blankets I employ, no matter how close I 
sit to the fire. Sometimes, I can feel a cruel wind biting at my face, and it hurts to blink.

And sometimes, in the dead of  night, I hear a lighthouse calling.
It sounds like it’s waiting.

Memento Mori
Cammie Valtierra

i am 
small as an ant
tall as trees

i am
the summit’s peak
the abyss of  ravines
a grain of  sand
in the galaxies.

you 
fear me
all five feet

you know
i am not your midnight sin.
i am winter’s whispering winds
that chill your cheek;
i am the sea’s silky screen
upon which the sun beams.

you feel it in your bones.
i am the honey for which bees bumble.
the words for which the wisest of  writers search and stumble.

you know
i am no
stepping stone.

all that i am
all that i will be 
echoes 
for eternity.

Flotsam and Jetsam // Dona Lord
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Five Thirty-Nine // Mads Muraoka
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Layers
Faith Pennino

XVIII

The Spoils of  Perception // Riley Larkworthy

My studio, brimming with the smell of  linseed oil and weekday afternoons. I stood alone, eyes skimming 
a bin of  paints. My fingers stroked the caps of  dark reds, light pinks, and warm
yellows.

Blue, the color of  crayon skies and sippy cups. The color unanimous with sticky hands and Disney songs. 
My mind was lovely like a budding blue flower. Car seats. Training wheels. Sharp laughter at silly words. Puzzles 
and barbies. Being chased by my sisters. Kitchen-concerts to Mom’s songs, “Watch me, Mommy!” The sprinkler 
on hot, summer days. Family movie nights with salty popcorn and candy. Blue was my favorite.

Lockers scribbled with subtle profanity. Journals of  questions and prayers. Parent affairs. Watching my 
mom hide wine bottles around the house, “Don’t tell your Dad.” A summer without mom and her songs. The 
unexpected silence and change of  her return, “You girls make my life miserable.” Learning and trying to fill the 
empty space mom left. Laughing, crying, doubting. A new blue.

My brain mixed with color and influence like paint water.
Orange, the color of  sunsets. The sky glowed orange against their silhouettes, the color in their sweet 

and mischievous laughter. “My girls” gave me final hugs before the summer started. Every Sunday I studied 
God’s Word and told them lessons from my heart, many times my cheeks pink with nerves. I cherished the 
moments of  crazy, with sugar-high-middleschool-girls jumping over couches to their tears and doubts. I stayed 
up reading books they loved, and cherished their smiles when I told them. Leading them taught me my love of  
leadership and others. I cried on my way home. The sun sank into the earth and orange followed.

Red, the color of  playing cards. I jumped and threw my card on the nursing home table, “21!” my 
13-year-old voice squeaked. Poppa sat slouched in his wheelchair, his eyes glazed and cards trembling in his 
veiny hands. I loved this game because it was his favorite. His pupils shrank as he looked at me, “You want to 
know something, Faith? When you turn 18, I’m taking you to Vegas.” I held his hands for one of  the last times. 
Those deep red cards never made it to Vegas.

I grabbed those three paint bottles, uncapping the blue and making figure eights with my arms. It ebbed 
and flowed across the canvas like ocean waves.

My thoughts raced back to my freshman year, my teacher gesturing her finger at my cold art piece. Blue 
on blue. She explained how contrast was necessary to make a beautiful piece.

To a red tone add green, to a blue tone add orange, and to purple add yellow.
I grabbed more colors and poured them onto the canvas. Red stirred and grappled with the orange, 

purple swirled with blue and darkened.
Paintbrush tight in my grip, I went into the dull blues and layered them with orange. With a simple trick 

of  paint, my eye was drawn to it. Its essence was highlighted, and with contrast made essential. A new color 
glowed on the canvas.

In life, there are moments I want to forget, but later life unfolds and will show its worth and importance. 
The area of  blue was renewed and restored, like the pressing of  diamonds and gold under fire. It was a rainbow 
after rain. It was forgiveness and growth. It was learning the
importance of  the fire and pressing of  life. It was knowing that even though I don’t understand, I
can trust that somehow, later with other colors, it can glow beautiful.

Reds. Greens. Bursting yellows and soft pinks. Black. Grey.
Every color makes up my life.
My life in all of  its beautiful layers.
A painting, each color so unique and necessary.

*All objects featured in image made entirely of ceramic



Mädchen hält eine Blume // Camille Schmied
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A Corpse in the Copse
Phillip Walker

Unbury me
from my 
claustrophobic coffin.
I’m tired
of  the stench 
of  rotting evergreen.

I’m tired,
lost,
in a solitary graveyard,
where my only friends
are a dead leaf
and soot in my jaws

I forgot this feeling-
the pressure of  breathing.
I’m tired,
yet somehow
this storm of  breath
leads me North. 

Finally home, I can see
the shimmer of  Christmas
lights in my treehouse.
There’s a frosted axe against the trunk, but
I’m tired, 
I don’t feel like moving it.

This snow-capped spruce
is shivering 
like me, 
like an earthquake, 
I should climb down but
I’m tired

Stop the chopping, 
I’m tired 
of  that thwacking. 
I know what
you’re gonna do
with the timber. 

XX
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Everything is Too Much
Neil Left

Scyphoza in the Abyss // Katrina Bobson

Beaten blue feet hit breaking black earth 
Everything in the heart land’s arrhythmic
Tears stream down frozen facial pangs sting 
Everything is starting to hurt 
I don’t know why I get sweats at night 
Why the silence in my ear starts to ring 
But frantic colors paint my heel turn 
I don’t want to be happily violent 
I only want to be asleep 
Self  centeredness is the only sin 
I am subsumed within myself  
Turn on the songs of  George McCrae 
Take Delta eight and float away 
This ritual, ceremony, spiritual, centered 
Centered around … self  I suppose 
Three breaths in I lose my clothes 
Still I float, on the subtle greens of  air 
My tongue tastes like ash, smoke fills my hair 
Dead combines loom outside 
Like giants who were never even alive 
Lived for hundreds of  years then died 
In my back yard, on grandads farm 
Red dripped from his attic 
I hope I don’t float up there 
Mute toned bodies dance in my mind 
They’re my company, the folks aren’t home 
Mom works tonight dad is long gone 
My kingdom is all in front of  my naked form 
I own it in principal, no one else is here to claim 
By virtue of  governmental trade 
Beads for land or a squatters waste 
I’m alive I’m alive I’m alive but even if  I die today 
I’ll never know how anyways 
I’m a slow finger moving to point 
From my hip towards my love 
Is it sad; they’ll never know 
I must be thankful for the screens I got 
Technicolor toned bodies in my innocent eyes 
There’s never anything to do outside 
The nearest drive thru is 40 minutes via bike 
And naked on linoleum here I lie 
The old McMansion is made of  cardboard and paste 
Lottery birth based on shrewd investments and life insurance claims 
By virtue of  there is nobody else here that could take 
By virtue of  lives really aren’t that difficult to replace  
When you live on the hill in the city made of  gold 



Tooth Extraction
Khanaja Scott

XXIV        XXV

I’m bum-gummed, withdrawn.
 Embarrassed, head low hung.
 Bedridden and phone un-rung.
	 Plugless	socket,	wet	fingers	un-stung.	
 
His quote’s formed, well done. 
 Lines of  growth, prosper, 
 appreciation of  where he’s come from – 
 Parallel to my jealousy, 
 tuneless siren of  my unsung melody

angry cries of  ill-fated hereditary 
law.

Reason, intent, justice against
 the nonexistent innocent 
 herd of  humans – scattered
 haphazard across land, water,
 and air that only half  of  us
	 can	afford	to	breathe.

Low quality oxygen, but Balenciaga shoes
 we dance into rings crafted of  
 pride and ego and battered baby blues.
 Who are you? A mother, a child, a partner
 in crime against the soil between 
 your child’s tenaments of  misuse.

Every Day
Annabelle Norton

I think I’d like to talk
About the weather with you.
To make talk so small
It	could	fit	into	the	thimble
With which I mend your corduroy,
And have a love that’s larger
than the basin you bathe in. 
I’d like to wash while you dry, 
Rinsing your lipstick from
The	rim	of 	a	champagne	flute,	
Our	conversation	in	a	coffee	cup.
I’d like to drip honey
Into your tea,
And drape linen over a clothesline,
Pinning fabrics enfolded
With the scent of  soap.
I’d like to crack an egg 
Under your whisk,
And open a pane to kiss you
As you tend the daisies in
The window basket. 
I’d	like	your	reflection	
In the medicine cabinet mirror,
Saying that my dress 
Matches my eyes
As you brush your teeth.
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I Think I’m Finished / / Faith Pennino

Memory
Brayden Kimbrough

When	people	ask	me	for	my	favorite	memory	of 	you,	I	feel	conflicted.	

We were sitting in a café in Northern Louisiana. It was late October, and the overcast sky coupled with a 
steady breeze to create a chill particularly uncommon to the region (even for this late in the year).  
	 You	and	I	got	coffee	and	beignets.	 
 We talked about life through intermittent sips and the buzz of  patrons making their morning commute. 
You told me about my cousin’s upcoming elementary school events, what you ate for dinner last night, and how 
nice it was to have me home for a while.  
 Similarly, I told you of  my plans for the semester, the simultaneous stress and banality of  “college life,” 
and the girl I had been seeing (not to be confused with the girl before that, who was terrible and awful, and really 
no good once you got to know her).  
 “Rest assured,” I told you “this new girl is something special. She’s the one.” 
 Your eyes lit up in knowing that I’m not one to exaggerate, and you told me with heartfelt sincerity that 
you couldn’t wait to meet her. There are so many things that we’re fortunate enough to be a part of: graduations, 
apartments, wedding days. 
 “But hold on to the mundane,” you reminded me.

Headaches and late nights. Errands, and utilities, and that pain-in-your-back that just won’t go away no 
matter how hard you try. Those are equally as important.  
 If  life were made solely of  beautiful moments, we would be quick to dismiss it as gaudy. 
 You need day-to-day life to balance out those “forever” moments. And if  you’re fortunate enough, you 
no longer have to discern between the two. 
 As we paid the check and stepped out to leave, I pulled a worker to the side. I asked her to take a picture 
of  the two of  us. Something to encapsulate the moment. This seemingly mundane memory that had managed 
to become something greater than it ever intended to be. She politely obliged, and we stood side by side at the 
entrance of  a random café in a random city on a random day. But in that moment, I made my greatest memory. 
 Of  course, none of  it was true. When I awoke the next morning. I was reminded that it was nothing 
more	than	a	beautiful	dream.	A	figment	of 	my	imagination.	In	reality,	it	was	Tuesday	morning,	and	I	was	run-
ning late for work. 
	 You	had	been	dead	for	five	weeks. 
 Try as I may, and want as I must, I cannot say that anything I’ve just described ever truly took place. 
However, the impact you’ve had on me was beyond profound. If  the amalgamation of  all that you ever were 
coalesced into something so remarkable, then I would be remiss not to recall it anytime I’m given the chance. 
 Thank you for the greatest memory that never was.
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Alchemy of  Pine
Noah Guthrie
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 Beyond the line of  faux log-cabins, longleaf  pines had fallen like arrow-shafts into the hill. Some struck at per-
fect perpendiculars, while others lolled one way or the other against the sun, as though heaven’s aim had been slightly 
off. Whether they fell in verticals or slants, each pine seemed to have found its peace in the needle-matted soil, each one 
sighing in clouds of  evergreen asterisks. Among their deciduous neighbors, whose trunks bore parallel grooves instead of  
scales, the breath left them in oval drops of  lime. These trees, numerous and staggered, drew a partial veil over the forest, 
letting me see just far enough to sense its depth, but not far enough to pierce it.
 I hiked up the slope, glancing at the drawn curtains of  the nearest cabin as I passed. Its sides mimicked the stacked 
beams of  a log-cabin, but were so uniform and polished, they better resembled a doll house. It was a façade designed for 

overnight campers, vacationers, and other drifters, people whose lives and machines 
had been shaped out of  alignment with the pines, separate from them even as they 
dwelt among them. As cicadas chittered in the foliage overhead, an air conditioning 
unit thumped to life with a hollow, cyclical moan. 
 I entered the tree line, the peaked cabins receding behind me like a shingled 
mountain range. Underfoot, the dirt gave way to lanky clumps of  grass, withered 
brown leaves, pine branches studded with cones, and saplings that shot up with such 
energy that they put me in mind of  Fourth of  July sparklers, scintillating with emer-
ald.
 It was a Georgian summer, so most of  the forest was green and lush, but every-
where, little scars, wounds, and infections presented themselves. White-rimmed bites 
opened in the leaves, perforations stippled the trunks, grey shelf  fungus—papery to 
the touch—licked up a fallen log, and the bare-bone limbs of  a dead pine surged up 
like a reversed lightning bolt.
 Near the forest’s edge, a machine-sliced stump was still bleeding. Resin spread in 
a white smear to one side, beads of  gold crystallized, and a pale yellow crust spread 
where the nectar had dried. Most of  the stump’s rings were the width of  a fingernail 
and tightly compressed, so that when the dry resin covered them, they looked like a 
field of  wheat. As I watched, an ant crossed the field to test some of  the beaded nec-
tar. The resin smelled like lemon and sugar.
 Far from being limited to resin, the hunger of  insects left its mark all over the 
forest, puncturing trunk, limb, and leaf, piercing my skin, orbiting my ears with its 
toothless whine. During the subsequent days, something of  that hunger’s persistence 
would reemerge in the red mounds across my spine and torso—a constant nagging, a 
yearning for relief. The desire of  the mosquito had inundated my flesh.

 A ways up that wooded slope, I discovered a trio of  fallen trees. At least one of  them was a pine, maybe more, but 
all of  their boughs were leafless and black. They erupted from the ground in twining masses—arcing, coiling, billowing 
downhill like a deluge of  octopus tentacles. Though dead, these trees bore a chaotic energy, as though each were giving 
birth to the new incarnation of  Cthulu.
 I approached the closest of  the three fallen trunks, the pine. Its skin divided in an earthy armor, and a white fungus 
filled the cracks like caulking. At first, the bark’s surface seemed still, but as I focused on it, a line of  ants appeared. They 
crawled in a dotted black squiggle, wielding their pincers like scythes to reap from the dead wood.
 Stepping onto the trunk, I experimented with heaving myself  into some of  the higher boughs, and as I shook the 
lateral, hovering limbs, they made a sound like that of  a horse-drawn carriage. The invisible hooves mingled with the cry 
of  crickets and cicadas, then faded away. Hopping down again, I followed the fallen pine’s length further uphill, letting it 
guide me to a mane of  upheaved roots.
 Whenever the pine had toppled, it had torn up some of  the earth’s guts with it, forming a cloud of  airborne soil. 
The earth clung to those roots like flesh on a bared ribcage, and scatterings of  stone lay embedded in it: shards of  maroon, 
grey, white, and mars-orange. Larger stones lay clutched in the pine’s tendrils like gems. One was the width of  a jaw-bone, 
with a mineral smoothness, but just a hint of  lustre, with terracotta lining its pale cheeks and grey bruises.
 Despite the agony of  this upheaved soil, sprightly shrubs sprouted from it, their lance-like fronds bristling in 

wheels, and grass frothed at my eye-level, a floating isle of  green. The dirt had ascended into the empty air—vacuous yet 
fertile, like the void of  creation myths—and somewhere in the mingling of  root, fungus, damp, and grit, a miniature eco-
system had been born.
 As I mentioned before, this toppled trunk was one of  three, and the first had fallen on the bared roots of  the sec-
ond, forming a bridge. Together, the bridge, roots, and soil traced a ring—a portal of  sorts—so I dropped myself  through, 
into the cavity where the roots had once lain. Shadows clotted the corners, stuffed with black leaves and gnat-dotted webs, 
but the sun angled in as well, revealing a thin, rippling veil of  terracotta dust from where my shoes had scraped by.
 I crouched there for a moment. Air opened to my right, bark spread above me, roots interwove before and behind 
me, and dust came blowing from the left, drawing a ripple towards the light. I had entered another void, another navel 
where elements hovered at the edge of  mixing, eager to work their alchemy.
 It sometimes feels like finding the void is the easy part. A lost cat, a vanishing set of  wheels, a broken arm, a 
snuffed passion, a monsoon that sweeps away people and lands, or yet another casket, full of  emptiness. Such upheavals, 
however, always seem to leave a mess of  raw material: roots, webs, and leaves, a fertile clot of  muck dangling in the air. If  
nature is bent on destroying itself, it seems just as bent on recreating itself. It tosses whatever it can find into the cauldron, 
and you’re never quite sure what will emerge.
 Before I entered that cavity, while I was still exploring the hillside, a resonant, incorporeal tone emanated from the 
soil. It was a sound like steel married to air, and it burgeoned like rising mist from the ground, then receded: five times, out 
and in, serenity spreading in waves. It was five-o’-clock, I realized.
 Among the many machines we’ve sculpted from the earth, the bell seems to retain something of  its original soul. It 
carries the earth’s heartbeat, its tones waxing and waning, but never ceasing—rippling out, stirring water, air, and dust.

Berry Polaroid // Carson Thatcher
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About Us

Ramifications is an arts and literary magazine. We 
showcase student talent through our publication and 

strive to reflect the Berry community through our 
selections. We have been publishing our magazine for 
over 50 years, including genres such as poetry, fiction, 
non-fiction, essays, musical compositions, drama, and 

all types of  visual art.

All submissions are compiled into one anonymous 
word document and given to staff members to vote 
on. Staff will vote on a scale of  1 to 5 and submit 

their scores to the Editor-in-Chief. From there, the 
Editor-in-Chief  tallies the votes and presents them to 
the staff during a selection meeting. The highest voted 

pieces are discussed and final selections are made. 

Working at Ramifications is always an experience. No two semesters 
are ever the same – new problems and new ideas always arise each 
time production begins. There are always new artists and writers who 
submit pieces the likes of  which have never been in Ramifications. Not 
only that, but there’s always new ideas that come directly from my staff 
that I never would’ve thought of. Ramifications is a group experience, 
something that everyone plays an important role in, no matter how 
seemingly small. 

Thus, I would like to thank everyone for their own creativity and the 
unique ideas they all bring to the table – from my advisor, our artists, 
our writers, and the staff – y’all make this magazine possible and this 
experience something to cherish forever. 

I hope you enjoy reading this semester’s issue of  Ramifications. You’ll 
be seeing a lot more of  us – both online and in person – so keep an eye 
out for great things coming soon! 

— Asa Daniels
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